The Best Balance of
Toys and Fun

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Balance affects everything. From the moment babies learn to
raise and balance their bobble heads to the day the training
wheels come off their first bike, children are living a balancing
act as they grow. Balance is important, too. As fine motor skills
evolve children learn to balance food on their plate as they
walk (in theory). And as their gross coordination improves they
flock to the balance beam at the park, and straddle see-saws
like pros. The following toys and games take balancing talents
to the max with challenges great and small that put their
balance skills to the fun test!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Wobble Deck

Suspend

Just as balance demands a
meeting of mind and muscle, the
Wobble Deck draws from both
brain and body as players balance the electronic deck to win.
Featuring numbered and colored
edges (each associated with musical cues) the Wobble Deck
calls out colors, number and sounds. Players are then challenged to shift their weight as directed causing the designated
parts of the deck to touch the ground. It’s a bit like Simon Says,
using your whole body. It can be played standing or sitting and
there are progressive levels of play as kids improve their balance
and response time. Ideal for honing reflexes and responses, the
Wobble Deck is the balance game that kids can’t put down.

Taking balance to the edge, Suspend is a game that builds suspense
with outcomes that change every time
it’s played! Melissa & Doug’s trademark
simplicity disguises a game with real
addictive complexity. Using only one
hand, players take turns balancing
notched rubber-tipped wires of varying
lengths on a tabletop stand, creating a precariously growing
sculpture. Hand-eye coordination and strategy come into play
as each player tries to get rid of his rods first. Knock another rod
off as you add yours to the balance… and it gets added to your
pile. Striking the perfect balance between strategic thinking and
steady hands, Suspend is best for ages eight and up!

Lemon Unicycle

Super Moose Antler
Stacking Game

(Diggin)

(Melissa & Doug)

(Gerriff)

It’s easier than it looks. The Lemon
Unicycle is a balance challenge that
energetic kids and teens can meet
in just a short period of time. With an
18-inch skid-proof mountain bike tire,
the sturdy steel fork frame features a
larger seat for comfort, support and
safety as solo-wheel riders get the
hang of unicycling. Tip: Beginners
sometimes start alongside a chain link
fence on a grassy surface. Portable
and easy to store, the brightly colored Lemon Unicycle is the
one-wheeled wonder that comes complete with its own huge
‘cool’ factor as it defines the height of balance skills.

(Hape)

Little hands learn the
meaning of ‘steady on’ as they
navigate balance benchmarks
playing the Super Moose Antler
Stacking Game. With a collection of colorful antler points and
a moose head base, the challenge is to add to the rack without
causing an antler avalanche. Supporting concentration, strategy
and patience, this game helps kids cultivate a sense of object
balance as they build a spreading and glorious rack that any
moose would be proud of. Coupled with the sturdy crafting and
safe paint finishes Hape is known for, this simple and engaging
game is the perfect addition to balance out the toy box.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
These Books Are for the Birds
Young or old, we all marvel over birds. Birds are one of the few animal groups
that call out with song and sound for our attention. Found in almost every environment around the world, birds soar through the sky, plumb depths and nest right
under our noses. They brighten our lives with color, song, antics and aerial acrobatics. With their plucky attitudes and posh plumage, our avian friends give wing
to our imagination. The following titles feature our feathered friends in situations
that will delight, inform and inspire young readers to their own flights of fancy!

Peggy

by Anna Walker (Clarion / Houghton Mifflin)
Peggy is a beautiful black hen who’s right at home in the country. She has a cozy house,
her own trampoline and pigeon friends to keep her company. But when a big gust of wind
plucks her off her trampoline and plunks her down in the big city, it’s up to Peggy to follow
clues that might lead her home. Anna Walker’s ink and photo collage illustrations tell most of
the story, capturing the bustle and marvels of a busy city with natural colors, highlighted with
bright symbols of Peggy’s home. Children will instantly connect with Peggy’s perspective as she
is rendered small amidst a much bigger world. With dryly humorous insets that enliven Peggy’s
journey, this picture book celebrates both the charm of adventure and the comforts of home.

Aviary Wonders Inc. Spring Catalog and
Instruction Manual

by Kate Samworth (Clarion / Houghton Mifflin)
Styled along the lines of vintage mail order catalogs, Aviary Wonders Inc. is a visionary company for
discerning bird builders that provides everything you need to craft your own avian wonder. From feathers and feet to beaks and bodies, every part of the bird is featured with instructions to guide design and
assembly. Samworth’s marvelous artwork is the highlight of this imaginary offering as it subtly educates
readers on all the physical aspects of birds that make them unique. It also features quiet references to extinct bird species tucked within its darkly beautiful suggestion that we may one day have to build our own
birds. Young birdwatchers will love plucking out the real facts hidden in this artistic feast of fowl. A flight of
imagination for all ages, Aviary Wonders Inc. is a first choice for the young birders bookshelf.

Penguin in Peril

by Helen Hancocks (Templar / Candlewick)
What’s a penguin to do when he’s on the run from three hungry cats? Kidnapped from the zoo,
one puzzled penguin finds his moment to escape. Hiding from his abductors while navigating a
strange landscape is challenging, and his future looks black…and white. Seeking natural camouflage
on the run, our penguin seeks refuge among nuns, black-tie waiters, and white-collared commuters
as he tries to find the zoo. Hancock’s brightly colored mixed media illustrations are punctuated with
black and white nods to the penguin’s plumage and her simple text makes it an ideal read-aloud for
children. Young readers will delight as they follow one cool-headed penguin and his inept feline followers on a wild ride across the city.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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